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Jacqueline Kennedy's White House Tour: The Political Dimensions. But the Saxton McKinley house is even more interesting because of its restored history. The National First Ladies Library has taken great care in carefully restoring the White House. Jacqueline Kennedy began a complete restoration of the White House that has influenced first ladies ever since. The Restoration Lady Roofing For A Cause This informative chart gives quick reference information on the First Ladies along. In the Girl Scouts and spent time as first lady restoring White House rooms. More than a Library - First Ladies National Historic Site (U.S. 21 Jun 2011). By 1995, the First Ladies Library was established. The next five years saw restoration of the Saxton-McKinley home's interior. Marsh Belden's American First Ladies: Their Lives and Their Legacy - Google Books Result First Ladies in the 20th Century O-Z: Dictionary of World Biography - Google Books Result First Ladies of the Restoration: France Hartman Mulliken. Abhorring the term redecoration, the First Lady was committed to renovating and restoring the presidential mansion, thus making the White House a living museum. The Presidents' First Ladies - Google Books Result There's no greater feeling than restoring our community from the inside out! I was very skeptical at first but the Restoration Lady followed through on her commitment. The First Look inside the Lady Lever's restored galleries - Liverpool First Ladies Day Weekend - Oak Grove Restoration Ministries First Ladies of the Restoration [France Hartman Mulliken] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Filled with photos, biographies and history of America's First Ladies, their public and private roles. For the first hundred years, Lady Liberty stood proud and tall, but not without those who led the restoration.